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(54) CONTROL DEVICE FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

(57) [Summary] To accomplish such a control that a
power output restriction of an internal combustion engine
can be prevented from being removed upon a change in
accelerator operation degree without an intention of a
driver. For this purpose, a power output of the internal
combustion engine is restricted to become a power out-
put which is calculated by using a first restriction accel-
erator operation degree when a brake operation with a
brake pedal is detected in addition to an accelerator pedal
operation with an accelerator pedal, an opening degree
of the throttle valve at the first restriction accelerator op-
eration degree being set to be smaller than an opening
degree at a fully opened state of the throttle valve; and
the power output of the internal combustion engine is
restricted to become a power output which is calculated

by using a second restriction accelerator operation de-
gree in place of the first restriction accelerator operation
degree when an amount of change of the accelerator
operation degree per unit time becomes larger than a
preset certain value in a direction of depression of the
accelerator pedal under a condition where the power out-
put of the internal combustion engine is restricted by us-
ing the first restriction accelerator operation degree, the
second restriction accelerator operation degree being
larger than the first restriction accelerator operation de-
gree, an opening degree of the throttle vale at the second
restriction accelerator operation degree being set to be
smaller than an opening degree at the fully opened state
of the throttle valve.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates to a control system for an
internal combustion engine to restrict power output from
the internal combustion engine when an accelerator ped-
al and a brake pedal are depressed at the same time.

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

[0002] For example, Patent Citation 1 discloses the fol-
lowing technique: In one in which a power output of an
internal combustion engine is restricted when an accel-
erator pedal and a brake pedal are depressed at the same
time, the power output restriction of the internal combus-
tion engine is removed even in a condition where the
brake pedal is being depressed, if an amount of change
of the accelerator pedal in a direction of depression is
not smaller than a certain amount.
[0003] In this Patent Citation 1, the power output re-
striction is removed if an accelerator operation degree is
not smaller than the certain amount. Accordingly, in case
that a brake operation signal is not immediately restored
(for example, a brake switch is not immediately turned
OFF) owing to the viscosity of brake oil when an outside
temperature is low even if the accelerator pedal is not
stuck in the condition of being depressed, the fact that
no acceleration is accomplished upon continuation of the
power output restriction of the internal combustion engine
can be prevented.
[0004] Additionally, since the power output restriction
is removed if the amount of change of the accelerator
operation degree is not smaller than the certain amount,
the fact that running becomes difficult upon continuation
of the power output restriction can be prevented even in
case that a trouble arises in a condition where a brake
operation signal is at ON-state, i.e., even in case of a
trouble in which a signal representing continuation of
brake operation is being outputted regardless of depres-
sion or non-depression of the brake pedal.
[0005] However, in such Patent Citation 1, if the
amount of change of the accelerator operation degree is
not smaller than the certain amount, the power output
restriction of the internal combustion engine is removed
even though a driver does not intend to do it. Accordingly,
even in case that the power output restriction is neces-
sary upon the fact that the accelerator pedal is caught
by a floor mat or the like and therefore cannot be restored
from its depressed state, there is a problem that the pow-
er output restriction is unavoidably removed if the amount
of change of the accelerator operation degree becomes
not smaller than the certain amount under vehicle vibra-
tion or the like.

PRIOR ART CITATIONS

PATENT CITATION

[0006] Patent Citation 1: Japanese Patent No.
2695219 publication

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0007] A control system for an internal combustion en-
gine, according to the present invention is characterized
in that the power output of the internal combustion engine
is restricted to be not larger than a power output which
is calculated by using a first restriction accelerator oper-
ation degree when the brake operation with the brake
pedal is detected in addition to the accelerator pedal op-
eration with the accelerator pedal, an opening degree of
the throttle valve at the first restriction accelerator oper-
ation degree being set to be smaller than an opening
degree at a fully opened state of the throttle valve; and
the power output of the internal combustion engine is
restricted to be not larger than a power output which is
calculated by using a second restriction accelerator op-
eration degree in place of the first restriction accelerator
operation degree when an amount of change of the ac-
celerator operation degree per unit time becomes larger
than a preset certain value in a direction of depression
of the accelerator pedal under a condition where the pow-
er output of the internal combustion engine is restricted
by using the first restriction accelerator operation degree,
the second restriction accelerator operation degree be-
ing larger than the first restriction accelerator operation
degree, an opening degree of the throttle vale at the sec-
ond restriction accelerator operation degree being set to
be smaller than an opening degree at the fully opened
state of the throttle valve.
[0008] According to the present invention, the power
output restriction of the internal combustion engine can
be prevented from being completely removed, even in
case that the accelerator operation degree changes with-
out intention of the driver.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009]

[Fig. 1] is an explanatory view which diagrammati-
cally shows a system configuration of an internal
combustion engine to which the present invention is
applied;
[Fig. 2] is a block diagram showing the flow of a con-
trol in such a case that a power output restriction is
made on power output from the internal combustion
engine;
[Fig. 3] is a flowchart showing the flow of a control
in case that the power output restriction is made on
power output from the internal combustion engine;
and
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[Fig. 4] is a timing chart showing an example of var-
iation of each of a variety of parameters in a condition
where the power output restriction is being made on
the power output from the internal combustion en-
gine.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT INVENTION

[0010] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present in-
vention will be discussed with reference to drawings.
[0011] Fig. 1 is an explanatory view which diagram-
matically shows a system configuration of an internal
combustion engine 1 of the port injection type, to which
the present invention is applied.
[0012] A combustion chamber 2 of the internal com-
bustion engine 1 is defined by a cylinder head 3, a cylinder
block 4 and a piston 5. A spark plug 6 is disposed at the
central top section of the combustion chamber 2.
[0013] The cylinder head 3 is formed with an intake
port 8 connected through an intake valve 7 to the com-
bustion chamber 2, and an exhaust port 10 connected
through an exhaust valve 9 to the combustion chamber 2.
[0014] An intake air passage 11 connected to the in-
take port 8 is provided with an air cleaner 12, an air flow
meter 13 for detecting an amount of intake air, a throttle
valve 15 of the electronically controlled type, whose
opening degree is controlled through an actuator 14 by
a control signal from a control unit 30 discussed after,
and an intake air collector 16. An exhaust gas passage
17 connected to the exhaust port 10 is provided with a
catalytic converter 18 for exhaust gas purification. It is to
be noted that the reference numeral 19 in Fig. 1 denotes
a fuel injection valve for injecting fuel into the intake port 8.
[0015] The internal combustion engine 1 is provided
with a variety of sensors such as a throttle sensor 21 for
detecting an opening degree (throttle opening degree)
of the throttle valve 15, a crank angle sensor 22 for de-
tecting a crank angle, an accelerator operation degree
sensor for detecting an amount of depression of the ac-
celerator pedal 23 by a driver, a brake switch 26 for de-
tecting whether a brake pedal 25 is depressed by the
driver or not, and the like. The brake switch 26 is turned
ON under a condition where the brake pedal 25 is de-
pressed, and turned OFF under a condition where the
brake pedal 25 is not depressed.
[0016] Detection signals of these sensors are input to
the control unit 30. Additionally, fuel injection amount and
injection timing, ignition timing and the like of the internal
combustion engine 1 are controlled by the control unit 30.
[0017] Additionally, the control unit 30 accomplishes
such a control as to restrict a power output from the in-
ternal combustion engine 1 under a condition in which
the accelerator pedal 23 and the brake pedal 25 are de-
pressed at the same time in order to secure safety of the
driver.
[0018] Specifically, in case that the brake switch 26 is
turned ON upon a brake operation by the brake pedal 25
in addition to an accelerator pedal operation with the ac-

celerator pedal 23, the power output from the internal
combustion engine 1 is restricted to become not larger
than a power output of the internal combustion engine
depending on a first restriction accelerator operation de-
gree which is a preset accelerator operation amount limit
value. Here, the first restriction accelerator operation de-
gree is a small accelerator operation degree which cor-
responds to a throttle vale opening degree smaller than
a throttle valve opening degree at a fully opened state of
the throttle valve and near a throttle valve opening degree
at a nearly fully closed state or at a fully closed state of
the throttle valve. The first restriction accelerator opera-
tion degree is set to make it possible to safely stop a
vehicle.
[0019] Additionally, when an amount of change of the
accelerator operation degree per unit time becomes larg-
er than a preset certain value in a direction of depression
of the accelerator pedal 23 under a condition in which
the power output of the internal combustion engine is
restricted by using the first restriction accelerator opera-
tion degree, the restriction of power output from the in-
ternal combustion engine 1 is relaxed so that the power
output from the internal combustion engine 1 becomes
not larger than a power output depending on a second
restriction accelerator operation degree which is a preset
accelerator operation amount restriction value and larger
in value than the first restriction accelerator operation
degree, in place of the power output depending on the
first restriction accelerator operation degree. Here, the
second restriction accelerator operation degree is small-
er than an accelerator operation degree corresponding
to a throttle valve opening degree at a fully opened state
of the throttle valve and is smaller than the first restriction
accelerator operation degree, in which the second re-
striction accelerator operation degree is so set that a
braking force exceeds an power output of the internal
combustion engine (or a driving force of the vehicle) if
the brake pedal 25 is sufficiently depressed.
[0020] Additionally, the power output restriction de-
pending on the first and second restriction accelerator
operation degrees is removed at the time point where
the brake switch 26 is turned OFF.
[0021] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the flow of a
control in such a case that the power output restriction
is made on power output from the internal combustion
engine 1. It is to be noted that the flow of this control is
carried out in the control unit 30.
[0022] In an accelerator operation amount restriction
value calculating section denoted by S1, the accelerator
operation amount restriction value is calculated depend-
ing on a detected value of the accelerator operation de-
gree sensor 24 and a signal from the brake switch 26.
[0023] In the accelerator operation amount restriction
value calculating section, the accelerator operation
amount restriction value is always calculated during op-
eration of the internal combustion engine 1, in which the
first restriction accelerator operation degree at which the
throttle vale opening degree becomes at the nearly fully
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closed state or near the fully closed state is calculated
as the accelerator operation amount restriction value, un-
der a condition where the accelerator pedal 23 and the
brake pedal 25 are depressed at the same time. When
the amount of change of the accelerator operation degree
per unit time or the amount of change of the accelerator
pedal in movement per unit time becomes larger than
the preset certain amount under the condition where the
accelerator pedal 23 and the brake pedal 25 are de-
pressed at the same time, the second restriction accel-
erator operation degree larger than the first restriction
accelerator operation degree is calculated as the accel-
erator operation amount restriction value. In a condition
where the accelerator pedal 23 and the brake pedal 25
are not depressed at the same time, a third restriction
accelerator operation degree which is an accelerator op-
eration degree corresponding to a fully opened state of
the throttle valve is calculated as the accelerator opera-
tion amount restriction value.
[0024] In S2, a comparison is made between the ac-
celerator operation amount restriction value calculated
in S1 and a detected value of the accelerator operation
degree sensor 24, and then a smaller value of them is
output. The power output of the internal combustion en-
gine 1 is controlled to become a power output depending
on the value output from S2.
[0025] Specifically, the output of the internal combus-
tion engine 1 is controlled to become a value depending
on the detected value of the accelerator operation degree
sensor 24 in case that the detected value of the acceler-
ator operation degree sensor 24 is not larger than the
accelerator operation amount restriction value, whereas
the output of the internal combustion engine is controlled
to become a value depending on the accelerator opera-
tion amount restriction value in case that the detected
value of the accelerator operation degree sensor 24 is
larger than the accelerator operation amount restriction
value. In case that the third restriction accelerator oper-
ation degree is set as the accelerator operation amount
restriction value, the detected value of the accelerator
operation degree sensor 24 is substantially output from
S2, thereby establishing a condition where the power out-
put restriction of the internal combustion engine 1 is re-
moved.
[0026] Fig. 3 is a flowchart showing the flow of a control
in case that the power output restriction is made on power
output from the internal combustion engine 1, in which
this processing is carried out in the control unit 30.
[0027] At S11, a decision is made as to whether a brake
switch signal is at ON-state or not. If at ON-state, the flow
goes to S12. If at OFF-state, the flow goes to S13.
[0028] At S12, a decision is made as to whether the
amount of change of the accelerator operation degree
per unit time is larger than the preset certain amount or
not. If larger, the flow goes to S14. If not larger, the flow
goes to S15. At S14, setting of an accelerator pedal
change flag = 1 is made, and the flow goes to S15.
[0029] At S15, a decision is made as to whether setting

of the accelerator pedal change flag = 0 is made or not.
If the setting of the accelerator pedal change flag = 0 is
made, the flow goes to S16. If the setting of the acceler-
ator pedal change flag = 1 is made, the flow goes to S17.
[0030] At S16, the power output of the internal com-
bustion engine 1 is restricted so as to become not larger
than the power output of the internal combustion engine
1 depending on the first restriction accelerator operation
degree.
[0031] At S17, the power output of the internal com-
bustion engine 1 is restricted so as to become not larger
than the power output of the internal combustion engine
1 depending on the second restriction accelerator oper-
ation degree.
[0032] Meanwhile, if the brake switch signal is at OFF-
state, the flow goes S18 upon setting of the accelerator
pedal change flag = 0 being made, thereby removing the
power output restriction in order to obtain the power out-
put depending on the detected value of the accelerator
operation degree sensor 24. In other words, the accel-
erator operation amount restriction value is set at the
third restriction accelerator operation degree.
[0033] Fig. 4 is a timing chart showing an example of
variation of each of a variety of parameters in a condition
where the power output restriction is being applied on
the power output from the internal combustion engine 1.
[0034] If the brake switch 26 is put into ON-state (at
the timing of a time t1) under a condition where the ac-
celerator pedal 23 has been depressed, the accelerator
operation amount restriction value is changed from the
third restriction accelerator operation degree to the first
restriction accelerator operation degree, thereby initiat-
ing the control for applying the restriction on the power
output from the internal combustion engine 1.
[0035] If the amount of change of the accelerator op-
eration degree per unit time becomes larger than the pre-
set certain value so that the accelerator pedal change
flag is changed from 0 to 1 (at the timing of a time t2)
under a condition where the accelerator operation
amount restriction value has been set at the first restric-
tion accelerator operation degree, the accelerator oper-
ation amount restriction value is changed from the first
restriction accelerator operation degree to the second
restriction accelerator operation degree, thereby relaxing
the power output restriction of the internal combustion
engine 1.
[0036] Then, when the brake pedal 25 is restored so
that the brake switch signal is put into OFF-state (at the
timing of a time t3), the accelerator operation restriction
value is changed from the second restriction accelerator
operation degree to the third restriction accelerator op-
eration degree, thereby removing the power output re-
striction of the internal combustion engine 1. It is to be
noted that if such a decision that the amount of change
of the accelerator opening degree per unit time is larger
than the preset certain amount has been once made, the
accelerator pedal change flag continues its state of "1"
until the brake switch signal takes its OFF-state (until the
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power output restriction of the internal combustion engine
1 is removed), and changes into its state of "0" at the
time point at which the brake switch signal takes its OFF-
state.
[0037] Additionally, while the accelerator operation
amount restriction value is shown as being changed step-
wise at the timings of the times t1, t2 and t3 in Fig. 4, it
is possible to make such a setting that the accelerator
operation amount restriction value is changed with a cer-
tain inclination during a transitional period of changing.
Furthermore, the accelerator operation amount restric-
tion value may be changed from the second restriction
accelerator operation degree to the first restriction accel-
erator operation degree when the accelerator pedal 23
is restored under a condition where the accelerator op-
eration amount restriction value has been set at the sec-
ond restriction accelerator operation degree.
[0038] As discussed above, in this embodiment, even
in case that the accelerator operation degree is changed
without intention of a driver under a condition where the
power output of the internal combustion engine 1 is re-
stricted to become not larger than the power output cal-
culated by using the first restriction accelerator operation
degree, the accelerator operation amount restriction val-
ue is limited to be changed from the first restriction ac-
celerator operation degree to the second restriction ac-
celerator operation degree, thereby preventing the power
output restriction of the internal combustion engine 1 from
being completely removed.
[0039] Further, in case that a brake operation is de-
tected (the brake switch is turned ON) owing to causes
such as trouble, response delay of hydraulic pressure
and the like though the brake pedal is restored under a
condition where the power output of the internal combus-
tion engine 1 is being restricted with the first restriction
accelerator operation degree so as to become not larger
than the power output calculated by using the first restric-
tion accelerator operation degree, the power output of
the internal combustion engine 1 is restricted with the
second restriction accelerator operation degree larger
than the first restriction accelerator operation degree if
the amount of change of the accelerator operation degree
per unit time becomes larger than the preset certain value
under depression of the accelerator pedal 23, thus mak-
ing it possible to secure a required acceleration perform-
ance.
[0040] Additionally, since the power output restriction
of the internal combustion engine 1 due to the first and
second restriction accelerator operation degrees is re-
moved at the time point at which the brake switch signal
takes its Off-state (at the time point at which no brake
operation has been detected), the power output restric-
tion of the internal combustion engine 1 with the first and
second restriction accelerator operation degrees can be
continued until a driver loses his or her intention to want
to accomplish deceleration.

Claims

1. A control system for an internal combustion engine,
to restrict power output of the internal combustion
engine, the control system comprising accelerator
operation degree detecting means for detecting an
operation amount of an accelerator pedal, brake op-
eration detecting means for detecting a brake oper-
ation due to depression of a brake pedal, and a throt-
tle valve disposed in an intake air passage, wherein
the power output from the internal combustion en-
gine is restricted when the brake operation with the
brake pedal is detected in addition to the accelerator
pedal operation with the accelerator pedal,
wherein the power output of the internal combustion
engine is restricted to be not larger than a power
output which is calculated by using a first restriction
accelerator operation degree when the brake oper-
ation with the brake pedal is detected in addition to
the accelerator pedal operation with the accelerator
pedal, an opening degree of the throttle valve at the
first restriction accelerator operation degree being
set to be smaller than an opening degree at a fully
opened state of the throttle valve;
wherein the power output of the internal combustion
engine is restricted to be not larger than a power
output which is calculated by using a second restric-
tion accelerator operation degree in place of the first
restriction accelerator operation degree when an
amount of change of the accelerator operation de-
gree per unit time becomes larger than a preset cer-
tain value in a direction of depression of the accel-
erator pedal under a condition where the power out-
put of the internal combustion engine is restricted by
using the first restriction accelerator operation de-
gree, the second restriction accelerator operation
degree being larger than the first restriction acceler-
ator operation degree, an opening degree of the
throttle vale at the second restriction accelerator op-
eration degree being set to be smaller than an open-
ing degree at the fully opened state of the throttle
valve.

2. A control system for an internal combustion engine,
as claimed in Claim 1, wherein the power output re-
striction of the internal combustion engine due to the
first restriction accelerator operation degree or the
second restriction accelerator operation degree is
removed at a time point at which the brake operation
has not been detected.

3. A control system for an internal combustion engine,
as claimed in Claim 1 or 2, wherein the first restriction
accelerator operation degree is set at an accelerator
operation degree near an accelerator degree corre-
sponding to the throttle valve opening degree at a
nearly fully closed state of the throttle valve.
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